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CONCEPTUAL APPROACHES TO THE STUDY OF SMALL

GROUP,INTERACTION

Social interaction theory has long been characterized by a plethora

of divergent research studies in search of an organizing paradigm. If

anything this body of research has studiously avoided conceptualizing its

most fundamental properties. This is seen in three trends Common to most

research in this area. One, social interaction has often been treated as

a 'black box' that is seen as a determinant cause of such effects as attitude

change or task performance, although the dynamics involved are assumed rather

than specified. Two, social interaction is often examined through a focus on

its particular buindary or limiting conditions particularly related to such

contextual factors as group decision making or group problem solving. Three,

more recently, soCial interaction research has been characterized by middle

range approaches which focus on a subset of its elements (relational communi-

cation) or on its more mechanistic expressions (e.g. rules and sequences).

If a perspective implies a systematic description of the elements of a

phenomenon and a specification of their interrelationships, then no coherent

widely recognized perspective of the phenomenon of social interaction has been

developed.

Another common failing of most social interaction research is its focus

on process or change in relationships. Most social interaction research has

been conducted on temporary ad hoc groups brought together for experimental

purposes or for the explicit purpose of change, such as in therapet..tic contexts.

The almost exclusive examination of these interactions has left th. 'mpression
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that social interaction is a very dynamic and unstable process. As Crockett

and Friedman have noted, little theoretic attention has been given to

relationships that stabilize, especially at less than intimate levels.1 It

has been noted that once a relationship reaches an equilibrium, it can be

modeled by linear relationships, characterized by some elepents which take

theoretical precedence over others.2 That is once a relationship passes the

3 ^)initial encounter, it develops more slowly over time such that any one inter-

action episode is unlikely to change it, rather change comes about as a result

of repeated episodes or of contextual factors. Since the raison de etre of

most communication encounters is the development of stable relationships4 and

most of our interactions are with acquaintances of long standing rather than

with strangers, the stable state of social interaction needs to be specified.

As a result the focus here is on the structure of continuous ongoing relationshift,

the enduring encounters that form the bulk of our interactions.

This essay seeks to explicate a transituational perspective, one divorced

from particular contexts, of ongoing, social interactions by exhaustively

specifying its domain and the interrelationships betweel elements within that

domain. Part I will specify the major limiting, or boundary conditions, of

social interaction. Since these conditions often determine particular manifest

behaviors of social interaction, the perspective developed here will be presented

at a relatively high level of abstraction, since it seeks to explicate

those elements of social interaction operative across a wide range of situations.

Part II discusses the six elements said to constitute the domain of social

interaction: content, interpretation, emotions, transference, selection and

relationships. Part III will explicate the major interrelationships among

elements within the domain of social interaction. In Part IV this perspective
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will be used to examine three middle range approaches to social interaction:

relational communication, rules, and sequences.

I. BOUNDARX CONDITIONS

Traditionally studies of social interaction have followed a classic

independent/dependent variable paradigm where 'inputs' or limiting conditions

of social interaction, (e.g. setting, context), are examined for their effects

on "outputs," or the effects of social interaction, such as changes in self-

concept, attitude change or information gain.5 This lack of a focus on the

phenomenon itself is in part attributable to a failure to specify those

boundary conditions operative across a wide variety of situations. Identifica-
,-

tion of these conditions is the first step in conceptualizing any phenomenon,

since boundaries must be determined before a domain can be specified.6 Part

of the problem here is the very permeability of the boundary. 7
The three

boundary conditions identified here are all intimately related to social inter-

action, since they serve to establish the parameters that determine the manner

in which elements will be manifested in any one situation. However, these

three conditions, and other more idiosyncratic conditions related to specific

situations, are not part of the domain of social interaction but rather act as

its limiting conditions.

The first boundary condition is culturally and/or biologically determined

rules.
8

"Once a social situation has been identified, persons automatically

apply rules of behaviior they feel to be pertinent."9 These rules must be

differentiated fromiconsensually generated rules,jetermined by interactants.

In fact their key property is that interactants have little discretion concerning

the general form these rules.
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Second, the setting, or environment within which the interaction occurs

is naturally going to impact any pariicular social interaction;
10

since it

can determine the quality or substance of the interaction, the possibilities

for interaction, or the degree of attention given to other interactants.

Third, the context of an interaction, including its historical antecedents,

the type or function of the interaction, and the tasks performed, plays a

crucial role in determining the form of social interaction episodes.
11

Context is perhaps the prime source of conceptual confusion concerning the

true nature of social interaction. For example, studies on the effects of

communication networks on task performance are fairly typical of research

related to social interaction. In a broad,sense these studies are examining

task performance in groups, in the narrow sense the domain of social interac-

tion is distorted, since in these studies only two of its elements, communication

rates and selection,are incorporated. This leads to two problems: one, the

particular context examined limits the generalizability of findings, and two,

focusing on this context distorts the nature of social interaction since in

any one context certain interrelationships and elements are more salient than

others masking social interactions universal domains and underlying interrela-

tionships.12

The thrust of this paper is to develop a perspective of social interaction

that is not limited to any one particular context, but rather to specify the

elemental structure of social interaction that is evident in all situations.

In contrast to other more descriptive approaches to social interaction, which

seek to,uniquely characterize it in one setting, this essay seeks to develop a

transituational approach, one that isolates those fundamental elements that are

unique to social interact* as a construct, across a wide array of situations.13

6
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II: THE DOMAIN

From the 1940's until recently most research related to social interaction

has either been intertwined with the preceding limiting conditions or has been

descriptive. Descriptive research has focused on the isolation of important

categories of acts, or various indicants within the domain of social interac-

tion. These descriptions of the elements of social interaction have been cast at

a relatively low level of abstraction, since they are heavily dependent on

particular contexts. As a result the level of conceptualization of most of

this research is rather primitive, since it either lists variables without

explicating them or defines them by means of their operationalizations.
14

However, a review of this research can provide an overview of the major elements

of social interaction for asSimmel has noted: "...we shall discover laws of

social forms only by collecting such societary phenomenon of the most diverse

contents, and by ascertaining what is coMmon in them in spite of their diversity."15

The domain of social interaction, very simply stated, consists of six major

elements: content, interpretation, emotion, transference, selection, and

relationships. Appendix A contains a review of thirty descriptions of social

interaction. This review demonstrates that all of these elements have previously

been identified by social interaction researchers. In the next section arguments

will be made concerning how these elements exhaustively describe the domain of

social interaction, in this section the focus will be on defining these elements

and placing them in the context of the literature. While it is beyond the

scope of this essay to examine every description of social interaction reported

over the last forty years, these studies constitute a representative sampling

containing dyadic and group interaction situations in a wide range of contexts.

7
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The focus for some of these researchers was on a more limited range of the

elements of the domain of social interaction, but they still provide useful

insight into the scope of the phenomenon. Collectively this broad, representa-

tive sampling provides a more exhaustive picture of the entieety of the domain

of social interaction.16

Content

Content is the denotative meaning of symbols expressed during an interac-

tion. This is the literal meaning of what is-said; the meaning of the interac-

tion to a third party who is unaware of the background of the actors and other

factors that may influence the true meaning of symbols for interactants.

The six researchers who cited content were interested in designing categoy

schemes for fairly abstract and widely generalizable purposes, such as Hare's

attempt to establish a.paradigm for the analysis of interaction, as a result

content was typ4cally neither defined or elaborated upon, but rather listed

with other elements.
1r

Interpretation

Interpretation represents the connotative meaning associated with expressed

symbols. Interactants develop idiosyncratic meanings for symbols as a result

of their unique histories,
18

.tmese meanings serve to fill in the gaps of the

abbreviated shorthand of manifett content.
19

Thus content is given texture and

stgnificance from a holistic interpretation of the contextual factors of any

particular interaction. As a result descriptions of social interaction that

incorporate interpretations are often designed to describe specific contexts,
20

which limits their generalizability. Only Borgatta, Longabaugh, Hare, Stenzor,

and Bales of the 17 researchers who includeinterpretations apparently intended

1$that their descriptions be generalizable across a'wide range of situations. 21

8
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In general, schemes that incbrporated interpretation', also focused on a

parrow range of the elements of social interaction.

Emotions

Emotions reflect the affective states that exist between interactants.

Of primary importance here are those emotionL that bondyindividuals together,

1

such as the n ed or a'ffiliation, and those emotions that are related.to

other interactaft, such as love and friendship, rather than those that are

exclusively relatecyo the individual, such as depression. The role of

emotions has long been recognized in social interaction research. In the
E.-11

1950's the fi31d explicitly recognizeid the existence of the socioemotional

dimension of groups, giving it equal importance with the task dimension. 22

However, in recent years the role of emotions has been neglected in favor

of more formal and mechanistic treatments social interactions.
23

Fourteen of the descriptions reviewed here include this element with

only Taylor, who was attempting to identify the emotional dimensionality of

groups, not specifying another element in the domain of social interaction.24

Transference

Transference is used here to refer to overt acts of symbol exchange.

Thus transference is the means (e.g., the physical method/channel or act) by

which symbols are transmitted between parties in an interaction. Of the fifteen

descAp.tions that contain an element related to transference only two, Jaffe and

Feldstein's and McGinnies and Altman's, fail to contain other elements within

the domain. These descriptions are either relatively specific in identifying

subcategories of transference, e.g. Bostrom's, or are very general, for example

Watson's conversational style. The descriptions containing transference are

equally split between those designed for specific or relatively general contexts.
25
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Selection

Selection is a two fold concept. First interactants choose to

attend to someone. While this is a given in dyadic interactions, this

determines the structure of group interactions. Once someone is selected,

then the level of attention that is paid to the chosen interactant will

vary depending on boundary conditions and the other elements of social

interaction.

Only a limited number of the descriptions reviewed here explicitly

identify selection. Argyle included in his scheme a category for non-verbal

responsiveness, which reflect signals of attentiveness from one interactant to

another.
26 Bostrom called his category selectivity and described it in terms

of relative concentration.
27 Lewis et al. included listening in their

category scheme.28 Goffman termed external preoccupation, self-consciousness,

intera9tion consciousness, and other consciousness as forms of alientation

from interaction, or in other words, forms of selection.29 All four used

their concepts to indicate the interactant's level of attention.

Relationships

Relationships reflect the nature of the bonding between interactants.

Parties to an interaction typically manifest a stable pattern of response to

one another Arich_xellects_their_normative_pattern_of _relating. There are

,two primary types of relationships. Contextually determined relationships

are associated with ituationally or culturally determined roles (e.g. supervisor-

subordinate interactions). Actor determined relationships reflect the unique

clusters of bondings which characterize any particular interaction (e.g.

responsiveness, dominance).*

10
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Eight of the descriptions of social interaction reviewed here contain

relationship elements. These researchers generally intended their schemes

to be applicable across a wide range of situations and conceived them at

relatively abstract levels. As a result they all contain other elements

within the domain. Some of the descriptions just use the term relationship

to describe this element, while others specify subcategories of relationships.

However, none of the schemes that cite subcategories exhaustively describe
*I-

the major sub-types of relationships possible in social interaction.30

Concluding Remarks on Domain

_

In summary, Appendix A demonstrates that there has been a problem of

generality in previous descriptions of social interaction.
31

Only two of

the thirty descriptions of social interaction include even five of the six

elements of the domain, even thJuO all of them have been identified by a sub-

stantial number of researchers. Of all of the elements of social interaction

interpretation is the most frequently represented(17), followed by emotion (14),

transYerence 03), relationships (8), content (6), and selection (4).

Thus this systematic review suggests that all of these elements are

important components of social interaction. Their incorporation in the domain

establishes a perspective of social interaction of broader scope, since "the

generality of a scientific model depends solely upon the size of the domain it

represents. This, therefore, suggests that the fundamental process of coming

to general models in any science is the process of involving the expansions of

models with narrow ranges."32

Not only must the coverage of the elements of the domain be inclusive,

it also must be arguable that the elements are pervasive, that is, they will

be present in any one interaction. Conventionally social interaction has been
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conceived as series of mutually exclusive discrete acts, with only one

act being present at any point in the interaction. But, as Hewes has

noted, at the conceptual level there are sound reasons for abandoning the

notion of mutual exclusivity.33 While individual elements can be con-

ceived as series of discrete acts, the entire domain of social interaction

is characterized by the dynamic interplay of simultaneously present levels
34

of each of the elements within the domain. It is to these interrelationships

between continuously present-elements that we now turn, since they vastly

increase the richnecs and breadth of oAr understanding of social interaction.35

III: INTERRELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN ELEMENTS

For a complete perspective of social interaction not only must limiting

conditions be idehtitied and the domain be specified, but the unique role of

the elements and their interrelationships must be explicated. In this section

the elements of social interaction will be uniquely class'fied by their meta-

function and by their phenomenal level. These classifications specify unique

portions of the range of the domain for each of the six elements (see Figure 1).

They also entail natural logical and temporal relationships between elements

that necessitate certain interrelationships.

Figure 1 About Here

Meta-functional Dimensions

One of the oldest distinctions made in the study of social interaction is

that between substance and form.
36

Hare's exhaustive description of the elements

of group interaction explicitly makes this distinction in identifying two

primary dimensions of social interaction: form (e.g. communication network
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and interaction rate) and content (e.g., socioemotional and task).
37

In

any relationship there are two implicit meta-functional dimensions: one

is the substance and the other is the means or method by which this substance

takes form. Three of the six elements can be clearly identified as substances:

content, interpretation and emotions. The other elements-transference, selection,

and relationships-represent the form or manner in which these substance are

expressed. Increasingly in recent years this :;istinction is made implicitly

or explicitly between subsets of the element; of social interaction within the

field of communication.38 However, to uniqiely classify the elements of social

interaction another distinction needs to bf established since each of the

elements also have a unique phenomenal rob in interaction.

Overview of Phenomenal Levels

Social interaction is characterized qot only by the manifest acts typically

observed during the course of an interaclion, but also by the elements that

underlie and determine these acts. Three. phenomenal leiels can be distinguished

in social interaction since each of the elements can naturally be placed exclu-

sively at one of these three levels. The three phenomenal levels are the

manifest, the mediating, and the underlying. Two factors will be used to place

each of the elements within the domain of social interaction at one of these

levels. The first is the temporal nature of the element: is it relatively

fleeting, and thus one of the manifest elements, or is it relatively enduring,_

and one of the underlying elements.

The seconc distinction is the element's level of abstraction. Here the

concern is the extent to which another element is subsumed by39 or is determined

by the other elements.° Pearce and Conklin41 recognize tne importance of

this distinction by asserting a natural prepotence of elements at deeper

13
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phenomenal levels similar to the ones described here, albeit in a slightly

different context.

An integral par*: of an element's level of abstractiorys the nature of the

element. The underlying elements describe the basic drives of the interac-

tants to interact in the first instance which reflect their need to associate

with others to accomplish or fulfill needs, goals, or instincts that can't

be done individually. The mediating elements represent/cognitive factors that

determine the means by which these underlying elements, or deep structures,

will be Manifested. The manifest level constitutes observable acts in an

interaction; these acts are reflections of the deeper processes and, as such,

//
they reveal them, but they are imperfect reflections, since at each level

there are limits to which succeeding levels can be fully realized.

Underlying

Relationships and emotions are the two underlying elements in this perspec-

tive. Relationship is an underlying element because "interaction grows out of

s

the roles we play, the defined relationships we have in various groups"42.

Relationships so govern our day to day interactions that our behavior has been

seen by many to be tule governed; that is, the nature of our relationships

determines the shape of our interactions.43

Curiously, emotions have been infrequently examined in most recent studies

of communication, even though they have been found to have a direct impact on

transference
44

and have been cited as a crucial element of the conceptual domain

of interpelsonal communication. The failure to explicitly recognize this

element gi^ows out of the misunderstanding of the expression of this element in

relationships and its role as a substance.45

Both relationships and emotions constitute the fundamental properties of
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social interaction; the structure that underlies all that is eventually

manifested in particular acts. They are the primary reasons for interaction

in the first instance. It is surely not meaning, content or talk-silence

patterns that bring us together, but rather more compelling forces, that

can only be understood by exploration of these fundamental elements. Thus

these elements operate at a higher level of abstraction than the other

elements since they subsume them.

These elements also have a unique temporal charlcter; relationships

and emotions are not fleeting phenomena, but glac.,1 ones. Any one interaction

episode is unlikely to result in changes in these elements; they, in effect

are at most weakly affected by the other elements. The different temporal

perspectives implied by this phenomenal level suggest inhertht differences

in the causal flows in any single interaction episode. -For most enduring

interactions a certain inertia has developed, a well established and recurring

pattern of behavior that will only change gradually. So, while it may be

true that during the entire course of a relationship, content may effect

deeper phenomenal levels, this only hapnens gradually from a cumulative

weight of similar individual episodes.

Mediatini

Elements of social interaction at the mediating level, interpretation

and selection, transform the underlying elements into manifest acts. Norton

and'Pettigrew in Iii itW recognize this level when they suggest that manifest

acts must be translated through the cognitive processes operative at the

mediating level.
46

The time frame for acts at this level is more rapid than

for the underlying elements, although it,is more inclusive than that for the

15
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manifest level. For example, any one affiliative, affective state in the

interaction such as friendship, requires a multiplicity of interpretations

on the part of interactions to be given psychological substance.

Perhaps the most frequently made distinction between elements is that

between interpretation and content. Bales has always maintained that his

preeminent approach to categorizing group interaction was designed to tap

the underlying meaning of manifest content in fact, he terms his approach

process analysis to distinguish it from content analysis. 47
In fact to Hare

manifest content is representative of the deeper underlying problems or

functions of the group. 48
In addition to being distinct concepts, these elements

have differing logical levels. "Since relational aspects of messages serve to

guide the interpretation and meaning of content aspects, they function at a

higher logical level than content aspects."49

Manifest

At the manifest level of social interaction are the content and transference

elements. These are the acts between interactants that, in essence, constitute

the "stream of behavior."50 These acts are ttie final result of the forces that

operate at the underlying level, which are in turn shaped by the cognitive

processes at the mediating level. These acts give social interaction the

appearance of fluidity and constant change, since they are relativelvfleeting

phenomena, but they often represent the reparkably stable forces operative at

the underlying levels. Indeed it may talce many particular topics oficonversations

and related communicative acts to expres a single interpretation or1 meaning.51

More importantly, it,may take an entire,interaction episode or set of episodes

to express to another interactant one fleeling.

Interrelationships Between Elements of
1

the Domain

In this section the six elements,that constitute the domain o social

16
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interaction have been classified according to two distinctions: whether

they constitute the substance of the interaction or its form of expression

and by their phenomenal level. Each element can be assigned to mutually

exclusive roles in interactions based on these classifications and, since

each area of the domain is encompassed by one of the elements, these dis-

tinctions are exhaustive.

In addition to accounting for the domain of social interaction any

true perspective must also specify interrelationships among its elements.

At this stage necessity, or the factors that make any observed regularities

expected and interpretable, becomes the focus of inquiry.
52

In discussing

phenomenal levels two factors were explicated that entail necessity: level

of abstraction and temporal characteristics. The overwhelming direction of

causality in ongoing interactions is from the underlying to the surface

elements since the und2rlying elements are temporally more stable and because

they subsume the surface elements at higher logical levels. The underlying

elements represent the overriding motives to interact in the first instance,

the cognitive processes represented by the mediating elements translate the

instinctual, determinative nature of the underlying elements, and tLe manifest

elements represent the observable manifestation of these underlying forces.

Thus differing kinds of necessity act to translate each succeeding level in

the interaction.

A Model of Social Interaction

The previous discussion suggests a model of social interaction. This

model is based on the classifications of elements within the domain of social

interaction, and their associated logical and temporal characteristics. Whpe

17
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it is beyond the scope of this essay to provide great detail on the

relationships between elements contained in the model (presented in

Figure 2), its general form will be stated, since it will be useful in

discussing current approaches to social interaction.53

Figure 2 About Here

In general the model posits that variables at deeper phenomenal levels

cause those at more surface levels Within the same metafunctional classification.

In addition, between the underlying and mediating levels, emotions in part

determine selection and relationships affect interpretations. The metafunctional

substances of the'interaction are posited to determine its form at the same

phenomenal level.

Empirical tests of the model have been conducted in two separate studies:

one involving a sample of adults from a large midwestern city and the other

in an experimental setting with college students. These tests strongly support

the assertion that elements at deeper phenomenal levels determine those at more

surface levels in ongoing interactions. There was somewhat weaker, though still

significant, support for the causal relationships between the substance and

form elements at the same phenomenal level. In spite of the fact that the

model does not contain the reciprocal paths implied by most current conceptions

of social interaction and an explicit specification of limiting conditions, its

overall goodness of fit to the data was supportive of this conceptual frame-

work in both tests. Thus the perspective developed here has received empirical

support in programmatic i..search conducted in different settings with differing

methodologies.

18
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IV. MIDDLE RANGE APPROACHES TO SOCIAL INTERACTION

In this section, three current perspectives related to social interaction,

rules, relational, and sequences, will be discussed primarily in terms of the

range of the domain they examine and their specification of interrelationships.

The descriptive approaches to social interaction reviewed earlier examined

only limited ranges of its domain and failed to specify interrelationships.

Rules, relational and sequential approaches still cover only limited ranges

of the domain, albeit at a more sophisticated level, at least in terms of

eXperimental design, coding procedures, and'itatistical analyses. The crucial

difference between these approaches and earlier ones is that they attempt to

specify relationships between and within elements. However, since they examine

only a,subset of the domain and of interrelationships, these approaches still

must be considered to be only middle range approaches.54

Relational Communication

Relational communication (or control) is perhaps the most suggestive of

the conceptual approaN%to social interaction developed here since its intellectual

precursors in the Palo Alto Group "aimed to investigate the general nature of

communication in terms of 1eve1s."'55 As defined by most researchers in the field

of communication, "Relational control . . . refers to those aspects of the message
\

'exchange process through which interactants reciprocally define and redefine

their relative posions vis2a-vis the other."
56

The domain of dlational communication would appear to be relationships and

content, but there are instances when both the relational and content elements are

defined as elements of interpretation. This results in a telescoping of elements

\
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in some conceptualizations, since both these major elements of the domain

are explicated in terms of the interpretations of messages dealing with

relationships. This is most Clearly seen in Parks's definition: "Messages

which define, confirm or redefine human relationships have been referred to

as relational communication."
57

Another area of difficulty with this approach is the treatment of

elements at the underlying level. Relationships, not just messages about

them, are seemingly examined in some contexts. This is especially true in

research where the message is used as a basis for determining the underlying

nature of the relationship. Thus, studies dealing with complementarity,

symmetry, domineeringness, and dominance use manifest elements of the

interaction as indicants of relationship. However, it often appears in

these stufies implicitly or explicitly that the focus of relational communi-

cation is not communication or interaction, but the larger domain of social

influence.
58

Thus, relational communication would appear at various times to include

content, interpretation and relationships; but by defining social influence as

one of its key limiting conditions, it also limits its range even among these

elements, excluding notions of affiliative bonding for example. It also

explicitly or implicitly defjnes away other elements of the domain of group

interaction. This is most astonishing in the case of emotions, since the

settings in which relational communication research is typically conducted

should be rich in emotional implications for interactants. Parks explicitly

delimits the boundary of relationaI communication so that emotions are not

included, even though in the same'breath he recognizes them as one of the two

major dimensions of social interaction.
59

20
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This may be partially attributable to the lack of recognition of the

distinction between the substance and form of expression elements, which

also-leads to the exclusion of transference and selection. Perhaps because

in most rese44h contexts relationships a're given and fairly intense selection

is assumed, this element isn't explicitly included, but curiously, transference

is only examined by implication. There must be some explicit acts of overt

symbol transfer involved, at least in terms of sequences of acts, but their

nature and the effects of other variables on this form of expression element

are never explicated; rather, it becomes the unit of analysis of the research.

More troubling is the insistence of relational communication perspectives

on reciprocal causality, which entails two elements--content and relationships--

operating in the same temporal frame. This is partially attributable to the

domain and contexts thtt are typically examined by relational communication

researchers.Theirfocusis on change in relationships, one aspect of social

interaction, thus relational communication has typically been examined in

psychotherapeutic sessions or family therapy. But even in these contexts it

is commonly recognized that a number of interaction episodes focused on the same

contoot are needed before there can even be a cognitive recognition, at the

mediating level, of the nature of the underlying relationships. Changes in the

natuf.e-of the underlying elements themselves require a number of focused inter-

pretations over repeated episodes. In most recent research, in part because

of this difficulty, relational communication has focused on what the mediating

and'manifest levels reveal about the underlying relationships between inter-

actants.
60

Rules

Rules approaches to social interaction are primarily conce'rned with

accounting for observed regularities in human interaction, such as those found

21
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in family life, thus this approach can trace its origins partially from

the Palo Alto Group.
61

It is often asserted that. rules_are_based-on-

consensual understandings between actors; 62 as such they must be
e-,

differentiated from rules that are imposed on interactants by external

forces.
63

Rules approaches appear to be more concerned with necessi"?'

than they are with describing the nature of elements within the domain

of social interaction. Thus to a rules.theorist the focus is on how

particular meanings can be expressed in particular contexts, not necessarily

the meaning or content itself. Thus, the primary concern of the rules

theorist is on the cognitive processes necessaryllto translate particular

meanings into representative contents. This focus is partially a result

of the heavily ra.tional nature of this approach; which appears to require

m.
conscicus choices and decision making procedures that lie at the cognitive

level. As a result this approach is most useful in specifying(the rela-

tionships between elements, particularly d..the manifest and mediating

levels, and how these elements are translated between these levels.

While the rules approach may be very useful for determining necessity

between the marifest and'mediating level, it is doubtful that it can be

applied to the more instinctual, determinative relationships between the

underlying and the mediating levels.

The primary focus on the rules approach then has been on the more

manifest levels of social interaction." Cushman and Whiting 4a.s.crt that

there are two basic types of rules: content and procedura1.65 This follows

rather closely the distinction between substance and form of expression, and

it is rather typical of most applications of rules. 66
Content in most rules
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approaches would appear to include both content and interpretation as

,explicated here; procedural rules primarily relate to transference. Very

seldom, except in their operationalizations, will rules researchers even

mention the underlyj.ng elements, especially emotions.° This leads to two

interesting questions: (one) what motive would interactants have to change

rules once they are agreed upon and (two) why would interactants seek to

develop rules in the first instance, since they necesSarily constrain interactions?

Answers to these qtlestions can only be made by appealing to the underlying ele-

ments.

Rules, as with the other approaches, also fail to comprehend the different

causal lags inherent in the phenomenon of social interaction and the overall

direction of causality from the underlying to the more surface levels. While

they do recognize the flow of events from deeper to more sUrface levels,68

they also see a reciprocal causality flowing in the opposite direction that is

of the same order. It is difficult to understand the necessity for the formation

of rules, if the rules are constantly subject to change at deeper levels;

especially when Bateson a'ssumes that the fundamental mason for communication

is the creation of predictable patterns.
69

Sequences

The current emphasis on sequences in social interaction research is

partially derivitive from both relational communication and rules approaches.7°

However, sequences have also been used to examine elements of social interaction

not traditionally included in these approaches.
71

Since some researchers identify

sequences as an element of social interaction
72

or at least its fundamental unit
73
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even if this approach is intima.tely related to rules approaches and relational

communication it, will be_discussed separately in this section.

Sequential aproaches grow oyt of the assumption that ". . . social

behavior should be studied as a process in which the appropriate unit

consists of two or more contiguous acts and in which there is some kind of

rule-bound regularity in the action-reaction sequences."74 They are primarily

concerned with the probability of one act following another either in a rules

perspective, or in terms(bf probabilities associated with Markov processes. In

practice the domain of sdquential approaches has primarily been focused on the

content or transference elements at the manifest level. Thus sequential

approaches primarily focus on message to message sequences of content or on

such transference phenomenon as talk-silence sequences.75 Thus the overwhelm-

ing focus of most sequence research has been on a limited range of one of the

manifest elements.

One reason for this, of course, is that the very nature of sequences,

that of contiguous acts, cannot be adequately translated into the deeper

phenome'nel levels of group interaction, or for that matter be extended to the

study of mutually occurring elements. Even the most ardent advocates of

sequerices recognize that social interaction is a phenomenon that occurs at

many difTe-rent levels simultaneously.
76

But the sequence approach demands

that one and only one act be defined as being present at any particular time;

thus, simultaneity and generality, in the sense of elements being continually

present, create an inherent dilemma for sequence research.

However, as Cappella
77

recognizes, there are a number of elements of the

domain of group interaction that will impact on the sequences observed within
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one element. In fact, a rather typical finding of this research is that

---
-ffid-riffest actrS-eem to follow one upon another with fairly high probability.

This is a reflection of the more enduring temporal flows to the underlying

level that subsume the acts at a manifest level; thus recurring patterns of

acts are merely reflections of the deeper processes of social interaction

that operate at a different time frame. The seemingly discontinuous acts at

the manifest levels are really a function of the continuous flow of other

elements at different time frames. This is the classic Example of a spurious

relationship, that is, tne observed regularities in manifestations revealed

in sequences are attributable to third variables within the domain, that the

typical sequential analysis fails to specify .

This approach to social interaction implies a constantly building process

where one act follows another in a clear progression. But it is obvibus that

we must look beyond the immediately preceding act to understand the current

one. We also know that in our conversations we may refer to acts far in the

past (a number of acts ago) or far in the future (in terms of future reactions).79

Manifest acts are not what social interaction builds upon, but rather the deeper

levels of social interaction, which operate at temporally more enduring time

frames ahd which are necessary to explain temporally non-continguous, but

related, acts at the fleeting surface level.

Focusing on sequences implies a level of rationality and an essentially

mechanistic conception of interaction. It cannot explain why interactants

engage in interaction in the first place, or why it continues; only an appeal

to the underlying elements can do this. Certainly we don't continue inter-

actions because of our warm regard for the patterns of message sequences or

talk-silence patterns emitted by other interactants. In fact the manifest

2 5
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elements merely reflect the observable indicants of the underlying elements

of interaction that constitute the raison d'etre for interaction. As Pearce

and Conklin have noted, the study.of speech acts in message to message

sequences removes them from the larger units of interaction which serve to

contextualize them and give them meaning.8°

In addition to the problem of a limited focus on the domain of social

interaction the foregoing also suggest another problem related to necessity.

Necessity is conceivkd in terms of the probabilities of one act following

another. While this may describe regularities, it doesn't explain them.
%

Sequences must look beyon.d the probabilities, which merely state the extent

of regularity, for explanations. These explanations conventionally are

related to either rules approaches 81
or relational communication,

82
This

points to a deeper problem wit sequence approaches; they are merely analytical/

descriptive tools without an inhere t conceptual framework.
83

To explain the

phenomenon they analyze, they must appe 1 to conceptualizations that transcend

sequences, since they have no inherent exp anatory power, beyond the very limited

one of transition probabilities.

In sum, while sequential approaches are certainly the most sophisticated

methodologically and are typically pursued with the greatest rigor, by failing

to account for the deeper elements of social interaction they have limited

/

their significance, and by failing to discern the differentidl temporal rates

of flow they have erroneously placed an emphasis on a fleeting phenomenon,

when, in actuality, ongoing interactions at their most fundamental levels are

remarkably stable and enduring. In essence, sequential approaches are
,

equivalent to studying the ocean by noting the patterns of waves as they strike
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a barren beach. The waves are the end result of a number of contextual and

deeper seated pro esses, but sequences do not directly reveal their nature,

just their end results.

Concluding remarks

The middle range approaches reviewed in this section all examine a limited

range of the domain and of interrelationships within that domain. The relational

approach concentrates primarily on three elements: content, interpretation, and

relationships, in the limited context of the control dimension of interaction.

It fails to specify necessity, except in the narrow sense of association.

The rules approach is primarily concerned with establishing necessity

between the mediating and manifest elements, but it fails to consider selection

and emotions and, in most instances, relationships. The sequence approach,is

primarily concerned with describing the manifest elements and it must appeal

for establishing necessity to other approaches to social interaction.

In general, in different ways all of these approaches are primarily

concerned with the most observable and manifest elements of the phenomenon of

group interaction; this is partially attributable to their common foundation

, in the Palo Alto Group:

Bateson assumes, rather, that the unconscious is continually
manifested in the exchange of messages, and one need go no
further than behavioral data to comprehend the necessary
dimensions of interaction.

The pragmatic consequence of this position is that the thera-
peutic model of the Palo Alto Group focuses upon what is currently
observable in an interactionalAsystem instead of it is happening
or how it oot to be that way."

But if social interaction research is ever going to explain the phenomenon, it

must confront these questions of why and how that can only be answered by

understanding the temporal and logical nature of the underlying elements.
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It is the contention of this perspective that these current approaches

to social interactioh are limited because of their focus. By failing to

simultaneously examine the ent:re domain of group interaction they necessarily

offer incomplete views of the phenarnon; views that are further hampered by

an incomplete understanding of the logical and temporal nature of the phe-

nomenon that govern interrelationships and thus necessity.85 Even more

troubling for the eventual growth of the field of social interaction research

is the lack of comparability of these approaches as currently conceived, ,

since edch is approaching the phenomenon from differing directions in terms

of the range of the domain examined and the specification of the nature of

interrelationships.86

It is understandable that researchers may wish to focus on specific

aspects of social interaction, but when they do this it is essential that they

have some understanding of where these more limited approaches stand in

relationship to more encompassing perspectives. If there is an awareness of

the other elements of the domain, and their potential impacts, then research

can be designed to account for the impacts of variables that may act as

limiting conditions for more narrow inquiries.87 If this step isn't taken, then

any results may be confounded due to a lack of systematic attempts to account

for third variables. More importantly, by understanding the entirety of the

phenomenon individual research studies can more clearly contribute to a

steady evolutionary growth.of the field, since any gaps in research inquiry

will be detectable, and the significance of any particular study for under-

standing the whole will be understood.
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CONCLUSION

In sum, this essay has focused on the stability of forces operative in

an ongoing interaction. It has argued that isolating the elemental structure

characteristic of social interaction across a wide array of situations is

more heuristically useful than attempting the fruitless task of exhaustively

describing social interaction in one or more specific situations. The result

has been a perspective of social interaction which specified key limiting

conditions, detailed the crucial elements of the domain, and developed a

conceptual framework for specifying interrelationships between elements of

the domain. Thus this approach moves from mere description of social inter-

action to laying the groundwork for explanation of the phenomenon.

Remarkably, few attempts at developing such an encompassing perspective

have beth articulated to date, although the field has recently seen attempts to

develop' middle range approaches that move beyond,mere descriptions. However,

these middle range approaches suffer from the lack of a grand theory which can

serve to guide their development and isolate crucial areas of inquiry. While

the perspective developed here may not be the final answer to developing a

complete conceptual perspective of social interaction it is at least suggestive

of the direction conceptual work in the field should be heading, since without

an organizing paradik social interaction research will continue to be a field

characterized by much activity, but also by a very halting and erratic develop-

ment of conceptual understandings of the phenomenon which should be its focus

of inquiry.
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FIGURE 1

CLASSIFICATION OF THE ELEMENTS CONTAINED WITHIN THE DOMAIN OF
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APPENDIX A

INCLUSION OF ELEMENTS WITHIN DOMAIN IN PREVIOUS DESCRIPTIONS OF SOCIAL INTERACTION

DESCRIPTION CONTENT INTERPRETATION EMOTION TRANSFERENCE SELECTION RELATIONSHIPS

Amidon and Hunter (1966) X X

Argyle (1969) x x x x x

Auld and Whits (1959) X X

Bales (1950) X X

Bjerg (1968) X X X X

Borgatta (1965) X X

Bostrom (100) X X

Carter et al. (1951) X X X

Crowell and Schiedell (1961) X

Flanders (1967) X X

-Goffman (1957) X

Gouran't\and Bair'd (1962) X

Hare ( ) X X X X X

Hawes (197, X X

Jaffe and Feldstein (1970) X
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CONTENT INTERPRETATION EMOTION TRANSFERENCE SELECTION RELATIONSHIPS

Lewis et al. (1961) X X X X

Longabaugh (1966) X X

McGinnies and Altman (1959) X

McGuire and Lorch (1968) X

Pope and Siegman (1972) X X

Reusch and Prestwood (1949)

Schiedell and Crowell (19661 X

Snyder (1945) X X

Speier (1973) X X

Steinzor (1949) X X

Strupp (1960) X

Taylor (1954) X

Watson (1958) X X

Watzlawick et al. (1967) X X

Weintraub and Aronson (1962) X X X
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